The transport of optically excited states, also referred to as excitons, defines a critical step in the light-to-charge carrier conversion in organic materials. [1] To overcome limitations by the short diffusion lengths of singlet excitons, the harvesting of triplet excitons generated via singlet fission has been suggested as a possible approach to increase the conversion efficiency in organic photovoltaic cells. [2, 3] Furthermore, upon further miniaturization of up-to-date organic electronic devices the correlation between exciton transport and morphological length scales becomes increasingly important as the structural coherence significantly affects the photo-physical processes and their time-evolution. [1, 4, 5] Here, we demonstrate the influence of spatial confinement on the excitonic states and their dynamics in the prototypical organic semiconductor rubrene. By its unique property of providing morphologies with different characteristic length scales we observe direct structural influence on the temperature dependent Photoluminescence (PL) spectra and on the relaxation processes on 10 -12 s time scales already for excitation volumes with m lateral extensions. Our results highlight the role of the local environment which affects the exciton dynamics in organic semiconductors and which has to be considered upon tailoring the microscopic morphology of organic optoelectronic devices.
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Besides its remarkable photophysical behavior, characterized e.g. by singlet fission in combination with extended triplet lifetimes ( s) and extended diffusion lengths ( m), [6] [7] [8] rubrene offers the possibility of different, well-controllable structural morphologies in combination with sufficiently high PL quantum yields. In thin films without further surfactants rubrene grows x-ray amorphous due to an activation barrier of 210 meV [9] required for planarization of its conjugated backbone. In contrast, single crystals grown by vapor sublimation under streaming carrier gas show an exceptional structural quality characterized by m-sized crystalline facets as well as lateral extensions of several millimeters. [10] Adjusting the conditions during growth allows for a broad morphological variety of microstructures in-between, ranging from spatially defined microcrystals to self-organized pyramidal surface structures, [11] all of which imposing different boundary conditions for photogenerated excitons.
A recent study on the directionality of the steady state absorption and emission of rubrene suggests that variations of the PL spectra detected on microstructures originate from the anisotropic nature of emission. [12] Though the relative intensities can be explained by this approach it is insufficient to account for the temperature dependent optical phenomena and their temporal evolution on short time scales reported in this work.
Following pulsed laser excitation we probed the temperature dependence of the photoluminescence decay dynamics of three types of rubrene morphologies with different structural hierarchies -bulk crystals, microcrystals and amorphous thin films ( Fig. 1a and Fig.   4 and 5 in supplementary information). By variation of their inherent length scales these samples exhibit an increasing degree of spatial confinement for photogenerated excitons, which directly affects the time-integrated PL spectra ( Fig. 1b and Fig. 6 in supplementary information). Compared to the bulk spectrum, the high-energy peak (2.16 eV) is significantly enhanced in the microcrystal PL spectrum. This peak has been associated either with a charge transfer state [6] or a coherent excitonic state [11, 13, 14] whereas the lower energetic peaks (2.02, 1.88 and 1.74 eV) are attributed to emission from a localized molecular excitonic species with a vibronic progression of 140 meV. [15, 16] However, in our data we find no indication for the coexistence of two independent emitting species in rubrene and therefore consider the radiative decay originating from just one singlet excitonic state with different polarizations and being the only contribution to the detected PL signal. The enhancement of the 2.16 eV peak in the microcrystals can therefore be related to enhanced emission polarized parallel to c direction (M-polarization) from the side facets of the confined crystalline volume and to the reduced self-absorption within the microstructures. [12] The shape of the microcrystal PL is very similar to that of the amorphous film, which can be explained by the fact that the directionality of emission and the enhanced out-coupling at the crystal edges is compensated by the random orientation of molecules in the amorphous film. [12] However, the peak width of the latter is broadened due to the enhanced energetic disorder. As a result of this disorder excitations are preferentially localized on molecular length scales and, in analogy to free charge carriers, expected to exhibit a reduced mobility compared to crystalline samples. [17] Furthermore, the triplet quantum yield by inter-system crossing is assumed to be low in these samples in accordance to observations on rubrene in solution. [18, 19] Optical excitation of the two crystalline structures (bulk and microcrystal), in contrast, leads to creation of more mobile excitons. At 4 K a lower limit for the exciton diffusion constant of 0.2 cm 2 /s has been deduced which is in line with values reported for other polyaromatic single-crystals of up to 10 cm 2 /s at cryogenic temperatures. [11, 20] Providing long-range molecular ordering, excitons are therefore able to travel large distances before relaxing via radiative or non-radiative processes such as singlet fission [7] or quenching at defects. As a consequence, in spatially confined crystalline microstructures low-energy trapping sites induced by local disorder at the boundaries impose a significant influence on the decay dynamics, if reached by excitons. [21] We point out that we measured an ensemble of crystals with micrometer sizes and that for large crystals also boundaries between crystalline subdomains might have to be taken into account. In contrast, cooling down the two crystalline morphologies to 8 K leads to a pronounced monotonous increase of the detected PL intensity (see Fig. 2a and b) . In accordance to the thermal PL behavior of the amorphous film, the absolute change can be explained by the existence of a thermally activated non-radiative decay mechanism. For bulk and microcrystals, however, we deduce different barrier heights of ΔE 1 = 44 and ΔE 2 = 25 meV, respectively (see also Table 1 ). These values are in agreement with activation energies observed for other long-range ordered molecular systems such as α-PTCDA single crystals [22] .
By complementary analysis of the time-resolved PL spectra we are able to identify the fundamental decay channels and their dynamics dominating the transient spectroscopic behaviour of excitons and, as demonstrated, being in tight correlation with the respective degree of spatial confinement. For the bulk crystal three thermally activated non-radiative decay channels exist ( Fig. 3a) and have been assigned by their respective decay times = 
Here r describes the decay rate of the radiative decay channel, nr (i) of the non-radiative decay channels and E i the energies of the corresponding activation barriers. At this point, it is important to note that because of the linear relation between PL intensity and laser excitation power we can exclude bimolecular processes as an alternative decay channel as well as delayed fluorescence by triplet fusion. [8] At room temperature the PL decay of the bulk crystal is dominated by a non-radiative decay channel with a time constant of 20 ps (1/ nr (1) ), which is consistent with the picosecond component found by Stöhr et al. (Fig. 3b) . [11] An additional exponential decay with a time constant of 100 ps is present (1/ nr (2) ), however yielding a much smaller contribution to the PL decay. The 20 ps relaxation channel is in excellent agreement with the reported rise time of the triplet absorption band due to for singlet fission in rubrene single crystals and the estimated energetic barrier of 45 meV matches the offset between the energy of the excited singlet state S 1 and the summed-up triplet energy of T 1 + T 1 . [18] An additional ~2 ps component reported by Ma et al. could not be resolved in our measurements, presumably due to limitations by our setup. In microcrystals this fission process cannot be identified. There, the PL decay is rather governed by the 100 ps decay component with a corresponding activation energy of 25 meV deduced by the temperature dependence of the integrated PL spectrum. This observation can be directly correlated with the spatial confinement of optical excitations in the microcrystal volume and points towards a surface related quenching mechanism originating from the local disorder at the boundaries and leading to an effective time constant nr (2) . A time constant of 100 ps at room temperature has also been observed by Tao et al. [24] and explained by formation of a polaronic absorption band upon exciton-polaron conversion. While the elementary dissociation mechanism could not be identified the results point towards a material-inherent channel which is in agreement with the assignment of a surface related process. Another possible loss scenario originates by the conversion of singlet excitons into excitonic dark states at the interface. Theoretically, such a process related to disorder on molecular length scales has been predicted for various polyaromatic hydrocarbons. [21] The local character of this decay channel is supported by the absence of lattice vibrational modes in this energy range. [25] As relaxation via triplet formation requires at least twice the activation energy of the 100 ps decay channel and as this energy is expected to be further enhanced by the reduced polarizability at microcrystal boundaries, singlet fission is effectively suppressed in confined µm-sized microcrystals. This microscopic picture is supported by the elongated exciton lifetime by a factor of five.
The third decay channel with a time constant of around 0.5 ns observed at room temperature, though much less pronounced, is in range of the effective radiative lifetime of the singlet excitons (intrinsic radiative lifetime: 16.5 ns [26] ) and results from inhomogeneities within the organic crystal acting as quenching sites during exciton migration (1/ nr
). The influence of this third channel is negligible for the photophysics of bulk single crystals but becomes relevant for exciton motion in microcrystal geometries of restricted dimensions.
Due to the localized character of the excitations, the decay of the PL signal for the amorphous film can be described by assuming solely the aforementioned reduced radiative lifetime, i.e.
the non-radiative decay channel nr (3) . Interestingly, as soon as the accessibility of interfaces is provided to an amorphous film of comparable thickness and surface flatness, e.g. by grain boundaries or dislocations, the decay dynamics change and become dominated by an additional rate coinciding with nr (2) (Fig. 7 in supplementary information) . This observation again approves this channel to be associated with interface quenching. An additional decay time of about 2.2 ns has been reported by Piland et al. [27] for the spectrally integrated PL transients in amorphous rubrene films. However, this component which was assigned to singlet fission cannot be detected in our measurements presumably due to the 2 ns time window of the utilized experimental setup. The fact that this time constant for singlet fission is larger by two orders of magnitude compared to studies by Ma et al. [12] as well as by us highlights the influence of structural disorder on the decay dynamics in amorphous rubrene.
Reducing the temperature of bulk and microcrystal leads to an increase of the average radiative lifetimes of the excitonic states as the decay via thermally activated non-radiative channels is continuously hampered. Between 170 and 120 K, the picosecond decay channels completely freeze out for bulk and microcrystal samples as the population density of phonons is strongly diminished. Therefore, despite its higher activation energy the nr
channel resembles the only non-radiative relaxation pathway for excitons at lower temperatures which cannot be explained by the mere anisotropy of the optical behaviour.
The decay dynamics in this temperature regime are comparable to those of the amorphous sample: With decreasing temperature, i.e. decreasing exciton diffusion, the probability of localization at quenching sites is reduced resulting in the observed increase of the average excitonic lifetimes. These lifetimes are in the order of a few ns in agreement with literature, [8, 11, 13] but due to our experimental resolution can only be determined within a time-frame of 2 ns. Nevertheless, it can be concluded that due to the enhanced influence of interfaces the observed exciton lifetime for the microcrystals become smaller.
In summary, we have demonstrated that the inherent length scales affect the excitation . a Integrated PL intensity spectra exhibiting a dramatic increase of PL signal with decreasing temperature. For the two crystalline morphologies, the first spectra (298 and 250 K for bulk; 298-150K for micro) were multiplied by a factor of six and two, respectively. b Changes of the PL spectra normalized to the values at 298 K as a function of temperature. Both crystalline samples exhibit a PL increase upon reducing the temperature and saturation at low temperatures. Contrary, the PL signal of the amorphous film, after initial increase, is reduced for temperatures below 150 K. Table 1 . Parameters determined from the analysis of the temperature dependence of the steady-state and transient PL spectra. The values refer to the energetic barriers and the lifetimes (inverse rates) as well as the associated decay mechanisms for the different rubrene samples studied in this work. Lifetimes in bold letters correspond to the dominant decay channel at room temperature.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION Sample Preparation
Rubrene powder was purchased from Sigma Aldrich and further purified by gradient sublimation. Single crystals were then grown by horizontal physical vapor transport (PVT)
[28] in a constant stream of high-purity 6N nitrogen gas. The source temperature during growth was set to 280 investigations were restricted to a wavelength range of 300 nm -800 nm (3.0 -1.6 eV).
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) studies on the micro-crystals were carried out with a FEI-Titan TM TEM with beam energies of 300 keV. For this, the microcrystals were deposited and then annealed on a small copper grid. For the time-resolved PL measurements, the output of a Ti:Sa oscillator (Spectra Physics, 100 fs, 800 nm) was frequency doubled and focused onto the sample, which was mounted inside a liquid helium cryostat, using a fluence of 2.6 nJ/cm 2 . The PL was spectrally dispersed by a spectrograph and detected with a C 5680 streak camera (Hamamatsu). The temporal resolution of the setup described was 8 ps and the detection window limited to 2ns.
Analysis of Time-integrated Spectra
The values for the three different samples at a given temperature correspond to the area under the corresponding PL spectra. The analysis of the temperature dependence of the timeintegrated spectra was carried out assuming one dominant thermally activated non-radiative decay channel: =1/ = γ r + γ nr e -ΔE/kT , while the photoluminescence efficiency can be expressed as = γ r /γ [23] .
Structural Characterization of Rubrene Samples
In order to prove the amorphous character of the rubrene films we performed x-ray diffraction measurements and compared them to the results for the rubrene single crystal (Fig. 4) . No Bragg peaks could be found for the film confirming its amorphous character while the measurement of the single crystal clearly indicates the good crystalline quality of the analyzed sample. The spectrum of the smooth amorphous film exhibits Kiessing oscillations, which were used to determine the thickness of the layer. The size and shape of the microcrystals were deduced from the analysis of SEM pictures and the crystalline character was confirmed by carrying out transmission electron microscopy measurements (Fig. 5) .
Integrated PL of Crystalline Samples Fig. 6 shows the comparison of the time-integrated PL spectrum of the microstructures with the ones of two bulk single crystals -one with a very smooth (bulk 1) and one with a rougher surface (bulk 2). The observed effective shift of the PL spectrum of the microcrystals is due to an enhanced relative contribution of the high-energy PL peak to the spectrum and not to the blueshift of the whole spectrum.
Amorphous Films With Different Amount of Interfaces
Preparing amorphous rubrene films of similar thickness and surface flatness but with different amounts of interfaces results in completely different decay kinetics at room temperature (see Fig. 7a ). While the dynamics of the film on sapphire (squares) can be described by a monoexponential decay at a time constant of about 0.5 ns, the decay of the sample on glass (circles) is biexponetial with an additional constant of 100 ps. The time-integrated spectra of both samples are however almost identical (inset in Fig. 7a ). This different decay behaviour is assumed to be a consequence of the different sample topographies as observed in AFM measurements (Fig. 7b) . One can clearly see an increase of surface area introduced by dislocation boundaries for the amorphous film on glass while the film on sapphire only shows smooth plateaus. Comparison of the integrated PL spectrum of the microcrystals with the corresponding spectra of two bulk crystals with different surface roughness. The effective shift of the spectral weight of the microstructures is due to an increased relative contribution of the high-energy PL peak, rather than to a blueshift. eV at room temperature and the corresponding integrated PL spectra (inset). While the spectra are almost identical, the decay dynamics are considerably different. b AFM surface scans of the two amorphous films indicating topographical differences between the two samples. While the film on sapphire exhibits only smooth plateaus, the surface of the film grown on glass is rugged by grain boundaries and dislocations.
